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, , l IThe presentinvention relates to a railroad sys 
-tem so constructed and arranged that it may be 

i installed as an el'evatorsystem in a building. 
My invention contemplates the provision of 

>an elevator 'system for «a building in which any 
~' elevator car may travel independently of any 
'other carin the same direction of travel and 
in the same shaftway. f ~ 
" The-present invention contemplates the pro- i 
-vision of an elevatornsystem having a plurality 
'of ishaftways in which a pluralityy of cars may 
travel in the same direction independently of 
one another; a ñrst mentioned vertical shaftway 
:in which the-‘cars ascend between the floors of 
" ther building, i aV second mentioned vertical shaft 

_ way inwhich the same cars descend in the build 
ing, a ñrst mentioned horizontal shaftway at the 

second vertical shaftway for their descent and a 
second mentioned horizontal shaftway at thev 
bottom of the building in which the cars may be 
transferred from -thesecond vertical shaftway to 

l return to the ñrst shaftway'for a repeated ascent 
of the building and travel-around the elevator 
system. Thus, an elevator car may be operated 
in` a- continuous path around a continuous shaft 
way or trackway thereby eliminating the neces-f> 
sity of thecar travelingin vtwo different _direc 
tions (up Aand down) in the same shaftway. 
The present invention'thus permits a plurality 

of cars to travel independentlyof each other in 
:the same shaftway and in ,the same direction 
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 topfof the building in which the cars are trans- i 
--ferred from the nrstvertical shaftway` to the 

30 

betweenv the floors of the building vthereby elimi- ' 
ynating the conventional and usual multiplicity 
or bank of shaftways in'each of whichshaftways 
.a single car travels both -in the up and down 
direction. Thus, _theflexibility and speed of serv 

‘rice provided by >a bank of elevator carsv will be 
f obtained by my elevatorsystem in which more 

. than one car isy operated in the same shaftway. 
The present invention further. contemplates 

the provision of switches whichv function so~that 
each car can travel only in one direction 1in a 
lvertical shaftway. These switches arev arranged 
and >constructed so that they are operated by 
'the car that is being transferred from one verti 
cal shaitway to the other vertical shaitway to 

I open the particular horizontal or transfer shaft 
.way which connects them and which is normally 
closed; whereby movement-of the elevator car 
from the one vertical shaftway to the 'other 
vertical'shaftway is permitted. After the eleva 
tor-'car has moved away from the rswitchminto 
»position for its further movement in the-other 
shaftway to which it has sought transfer, the 
switch isreleased and spontaneously returns to 
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its normal position to again close this horizontal g 
or transfer shaftway to thereby block return of 
»the car to the shaftway from which >it has 
emerged at the point of emergence. 

, The present invention further contemplates 
î the provision of such an elevator system in which 
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thel car is preferably drivenby aself contained 
electric motor towhich velectric power isV auto 
matically switched off whenever another, carV is 
in a selected-section of -track in advance of that 
section of track in whichthefsaid. succeeding 
car is located.í Thus, in addition fto vconventional 
signals and other. means, provisionis made to 
prevent asucceeding carfrom “running into” 
the preceding car by effectivelyv and automatically 
cutting off¿„the power to A„the motor of the suc 
ceeding car,"blo,cking oil’ the progress of the suc 
ceeding car or otherwise preventing aI succeeding 
carfrom approaching a preceding car any closer 
than a selected or pre-established rdistance with 
out the full knowledgev of the, operator ofv the " 
succeeding Car., ¿ , g y 

A ,Thev present invention-.still furthercontem 
>plates the provision in an elevator ysystemof van 
elevator car. that isnot raised and` lowered by 
means of a cable orof a piston, but is provided 
with its own` power plant which move'sthe-c'ar 
through gearA means of `thefrack and. pinion 

l principle. s 

Since in myk elevator system_,a plurality ...cf 
ca-rs may concurrently ascend in one: shaitway 
and concurrently descend in anotherv shaftway 
independently of each other, no cable or counter 
weight is used. In prior elevator systems,v the 
counter-weight used becomesproportional tothe 
load in the-',car. If the counter-weight. is’over 
loaded, it has a tendency to permit the carto 
drop and ifv it is underloaded, there-is a-tendency 
for the car to rise. n y ~» - 

In‘distinction, in an 
the present invention, I propose driving the ele 
vator car by means of power gear, idlers and lracks 
or cog rails. Thus, in vertical operationen oppo 
sitesìdes-of the car, a power gear engages one 

~ of the cog rails or racks mounted in the shaitway 
and rotatesl in one direction, driving the idler 
gear in the opposite direction, which idler gear 
engages another or opposed cog railor rack. The 
power gear-balances the weight of the car, while 
the idler gear merely forces the power gear to 
maintain the desired mesh with the cog rail or 
rack» in the vertical sh'aftways. With the _pres 
ent construction, therefore, there is obtained a 
smoothness of operation not heretofore encoun 
tered since by ̀this construction, it will not matter 
whether the elevator car is overloaded or under- . 
loaded, which would not be true wherea counter 
weight is used. ` 
The present invention still furtherf contem-~ 

plates the provision of a storage space for cars 
which are not required in operation. Such stor 
:age yards may be located at any convenient point 
reachable by a transfer track, for example, at 

, the highest and at the lowest levels ofthe shaft 
ways, or either. f " , , _ n 

Y These, other and further» objects and advan 
tages of my invention will be clear from the _fol 

. lowing Idescription iand the drawings appended 
thereto, in which: , 

elevator systeme'mbodying _ 
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Fig. 1 is a :schematic sideelevaition .of a con 
tinuous .or endless ‘shaftway and an ,elevator ca_r 
constructed pursuant to my invention, partially 
broken away to Acondense the drawing. f 

Fig. 2 is a side elevation and partial sectionl 
of a power cut-off lever that may be used in the 
practice of my invention. 

Fig. 3 is a section on the line 3-3 of Fig. 1,' 
broken away to condense the drawing. 

Fig. 4 is a View on the line 4-4 of Fig. ̀5 broken 
away to condense the drawing. 

Fig. 5 is a schematic 'partial view oi the two 
VAvertical ì shafjtways, , the horizontal y transfer 

shaftway, ‘the carV ̀ directional in'o'vement transfer 
switchv at'the top> level 'and illustrating _th'e‘dif 
ferent positions assumed 4'by tlf-'ie driving gears Yor 
>Pîfllflions andlidler2 ,gears as they ¿move _Vor-_1 «the 
curved'portions 'of the cog -rai‘lor rack, 

. ' .,Fi'g. Gis' a. similar.schematicpartial viewïat the 
lowermostilevel. v v . 

ÈFig. ‘7 'is a View on the line 'l'f-'l o’fvLFig. -6. 
Fig. ‘.8 .is a view on ¢`the lmet-+8 0f Fis. 6. 

A Fig. _9 Ais _a view 'on the 'line 49--9 of Fig. ̀Y.5,> 
Fig. l0' is a View onl the linel I0I0` of Fig. V’5. 

".ÍFig. v11 "is a similar view withthe transfer 

switchin openjposition. ' ' ' p ` Reference shall Vnow beïmade to the drawings, 

in which it will be <understood tha-t only vso much 
of Vfthe details of construction --are illustrated and 
described as will jbe necessary Yfor an 'under 
‘standing of my invention, and Ignore >particularly 
“to‘Fig ̀1. ’ ~ »_ ` n l 

IIn'the drawings and description, my invention 
'is villustrated as applied to an elevato-r _system 
installed in a building having a plurality of floors, 
`indicated-generally'by the reference character 

¿1'0 y¿and any particular or -speciñc sfiaw :by ¿such 
`reference«character» F0 accompanied by a desig 
natedjletter. *I ` ' 

Avez-tical shaftway Vxlf2 ¿provided for the -ele 
vator .'crarewhen‘iascending _the ‘building lwhich 
elevator ¿car is indicated =by l-the reference char 
acter lg4, and also -when _referring to I‘the carat 
-a 'speci-lic #position -in Ithe 'building by -rsuch lAref 
erence character I4 accompanied '-by ajparticular 
`lletter. `»To'transfer-the car |54 so that its >move 
‘mentaround ‘the I'building will ibe continuous, I 
provide «the Ísystem of shaftways which 'I shall 
f’now' describe» The l'car t4 ‘is -rnoved lupwardly 
«'i’n „the »direction of 'the «arrow 15 Ainto/'the down , 
"shaftway I»’6 lthrough ̀ the horizontal or 'transfer 

_ shaftway itßilocated fat -the topof the buildin-g. 
` ,fAt kthe bottom -of `the ̀ building, .a second 'hori 

VAzontal -ëshaftway :20 Lis 'provided through .which 
jthe carlis ‘transferred :from VLthe kvertical ishaft~v 
tway ’t6 lto’the »vertical -shaitway I2 -in position to 
V'again asc'endthe‘building'. 

`Thus, there is~provided«acontinuous shaftway 
 around l»which la Lcar -may  travel up and >down Vin 
=a"»building<which it serves. 

l‘It ~will lhe understood `that "these »horizontal 
‘ "-sha'ftways ¿t8 and ‘20 are‘long»~enoughso thatfthey 
HIVprovi-de “storage nspaces i9 and r'2| ì(which Ineed 
not be íllustratedin detail since they‘will be¿simi 

_f'lar‘to -the -shaftways from *which 'they- continue) 
"-in‘ whichl lspare ̀~*ca-rs ~| 4 -' or' those not in- operation 
may‘bestored‘for-useWhenrequired. 
*Each 'car LVM ~‘ is ¿provided »with --a self-contained 

'fdrivingfmotor 2'2 l"(seeïflï‘ig. f3) , lvhavingthe con 
Current ~is -supplied "for operation »of 

this motor through the contact-shoes*24,?which 
' rare- of 'a 'conventional -type yfand which «engage 
"throughout the“ travel-of“ theear ~ i 4 the third »rails 
l25‘ 'which ‘are ‘f located in the -shaftways l and# suit 
ably insulated. ' 
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. The motor shaft 25ms .mounted on ii the 

. '.23y which drin/esk the ,gear .3.0 »mounted 011 
the countershaft 32, journaled for rotation in 
„the bearings 34 and 36, supported in the sides of 

_ the car I4. 

¿On each side of the car, inclined carrying mem 
bers _3\8„and._4j_l~n1ay be mounted to provide de 
sirable rigidity to the cai'. 
The :carrying 'members may be formed from 

conventional angle irons and mounted in the sides 
of the car. 
The car is driven by vthe motor 22 and a driv 

ing »uni-t on each vsidezof car. driving 
-unit ̀ onone side _of *the .car .comprises vthe driv 
ing geen'v 4-2 and Ithefidflergear. 4.4 and on :theother 
side the driving _gear-Maand vidlerg’eai-"At 1 
Theïgear -42 engages the .cog trail .or rack 50 

which is mounted‘on .the ‘I beam ‘52 inthe-.11p 
or ascending shaft-,way I2 .and the ‘idler/gear y¿I4 
engages the opposed cog rail or -rac-k §54 mounted 
on I beam Y515. yOn «the >other side .of the -up or 
ascending' shaftway .l~2,`the .driving gear A6 .en 
gages the cog‘rail »or rack v58 ̀ mounted .on ̀ «the 'I 
beam «60 andthe idler gea-r _48 .engages thecog 
railorrack ̀62 mounted on the I lbeam :64. 

r*Ilhe gear 42 is integral ?with lthe .inner smaller 
diameterge'ar ‘66 «and the idler .gear _44 >is integral 
withv the «inner smallerv diameter Jidler gear §68. 
@n the otherlside of the car, v‘the -drivingÍgearAö 
is integralwith thesmaller diameter gear '10 »and 
the idler gear r48 «is »integral with theUsma-llerdi» 
«ameter `idler gear 12. 'VI shall hereinbelow .de 
Y'scribe the purposes lfor which »these smaller‘di 
amete;~ ̀gears aroused. v 

I‘The driving Igear or vp_inïion 42 «is set on lthe 
countersh-aft 32 which Iis mounted ̀ tlflroug-h #the 
bearing Y34 in the inclined :members ¿38 and .40. 
On fthe kother'side of -the -car |14 the -driving :gear 
or -pi-nion46 ‘_-is also set on fthe said countershaft 
62, «which @is ¿here lmounted «through bearing ¿36 
in «the incl-ined »mem-bers 14 »and flo. -The pur 
pose of «inclining these ̀ lmembers will 'fbecome ap 
parentinmyßlater description. ' 

‘.The »mo-tor :22 ythrough -the «worm .'28 vand .gear 
3‘0 »rotates -the countershaft ,to drive «the .car »14 
.driving the >gears or »pinions 42 and .46 landthe 
idler »gears A44 Iand >¿Mi `which »raise or lower .the 
car fas' »a_»unit -on the .cog rails Vor `»racks -in the 
manner .of double rack .and -pinion assemblies, 
asalïshallfurther describeîindetail. 
Since ¿the ypower gearsl or _pinions .4»2 and 46. 

i~n~the movement of the car i4, are-rotatedon «the 
=cog~ra~ils or yrack-_s 250 «and ï58 :in one direction,~the 
`riellergears 44 and-48 on ~Vthe other cog rails or 
racks 54 and 62 'inthe 4opposite direction, --these 
units «in addition Aconstitute the equivalent of »a 
counterweigh-t for «the eleva-tor car. L»By reason of 
this construct-ion, comparatively .smooth opera 
«tion’ofithe car islobtai?ed irrespective o_f whether 
the elevator car ¿is over-loaded or underloaded. 
Occupants of the-car, constructedfand operated 
in accordance with the present invention, do not 
experience an unpleasant »sensation‘when ‘the car 
is stopped or star-ted. 

In order that »a -car |4 will ̀ ‘hold «the position 
normally desired, «the countershait 3'2 -ihs anchored 
as high as »possible over the center of gravity of 
-the elevator car. »It should -be -noted «that «the 
shaft t8 vori-¿which vthe idler gears are ¿mou-nted,»~;is 
Ápositioned«higherthan lthei's'haf-_t 32,011 Whiohthe 
driving gears-or -pinions »are mounted. 
-‘Electrioa1 -power is supplied yto _the motor «'22 
from the third ̀rail u25 .to >rotate the countershaft 
'32 ¿andconsequently the gear-s or .pinions-ÁZ and 
«wend through them :the idler gears «44 ,and-48, 
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'v driving the car I4 on the cog rails or racks in the 
vertical up shaftway I2 and vertical down shaft 
way IB. When the car is transferred from the 
shaftway I2 to the shaftway I6, along the upper 
horizontal shaftway I8 and returned from the f. 
shaftway I6 to the shaftway I2. along the lower 
horizontal shaftway 28, the idler gears 44 and 48 
do not engage a cog rail or rack, whichis omitted 
in these horizontal shaftways.> Í ’ ' .. . y 

To prevent a succeeding car from running into 
a car that is preceding it in the same shaftway, 
in addition to the usual signals ordinarily used, I 
provide means for effectively and automatically 

, shutting off power to the section of the third rail 
25 in rear of the preceding car by direct and by 

_ remote control operating the electrical switch 80. 
The means illustrated in Fig. 2 may bevused for 
interlocking operation as well as for an emer 
gency manual operation. 
At suitable points in the installation, 1 locate 

,an electrical switch 80 through which Vcurrent is 
supplied to or cut off from the predetermined sec 
tion of the third rail. 
At each ñoor I0, I mount an interlocking power 

>cut--oi’f lever 8l (see Fig. 2). 
y These power cut-ofi levers BI are pivoted Vat 8'2 

in the shaftways and comprise a lower element 84 
(below the pivot 82) and an upper velement 86 
(above the pivot 82). ' 
On the outer side of the driving gears 42 and  

4B, I mount the ring 88 which, as the car moves 
in the proper direction in the shaftway,` engages 
a power cut-oiî lever BI, referring now to Fig. l 
and more particularly to Fig. 2, for the'purposes 
Ythat I shall now describe. 

To understand the operation of the cut-‘off 
lever 8I, reference is now made to the schematic 
view illustrated in'Fig. 2. As the car ascends 
the shaftway I2, upon clearing the pivot 82, the 
ring 88 is brought into engagement with the up 
'per element 86 of a power cut-off lever 8|, posi 
tioned at the proper interval in the shaftway.y ̀ 
The lower element 84 is brought away from a 

switch (in Fig. 2 indicated by the reference char 
acter 80a) to open or break the circuit to that 
section 90 of the third rail below the pivot 82 and 
which section of-the shaftway I2 the car is then 
leaving. It will be recognized that the power 

6 
of the third rail below the section 92 in the shaft 
wayin which the car is moving. 
Thus, a succeeding car‘is prevented from en 

tering the shaftway in which the section 98 is 
located since power thereto has been cut off by 
the action of the car in the particular power cut 
off lever 8| zone, controlling power to those sec 
tions of the third rail in the shaftway in which a 
car has left and another is entering. A succeed 
ing car is thereby prevented from approaching 
the preceding car any closer than the pre-estab 
lished distance, the length ofthe vthird rail sec 
tion 90. . ' 

It will ofA course be understod that switches 
80 are of the make and‘break type and that levers 
8I are interlocking; that is, a circuit to a succeed 
ing third rail section is opened just prior to clos 
ing the circuit to the preceding third rail section. 

'I‘o permit a reasonable tolerance in the opera 
tion of a car I4, a pair of opposed guide rails 

Y. 84 ‘and’ 96 are mounted in the shaftways (see 

40 

cut-off lever 8l is rotated in a counterclockwise ’ 
direction about the pivot 82 (as viewed in Fig. 2, , 
vthe left part thereof from the broken lines to the 
full lines). n _ 

It will be understood that the normal position 
ofthe power cut-off lever 8| is such that the ñrst 
»or lower element 84 normally keeps the -power . 
switch 80a closed and the section of the third 
rail it controls, alive with power; that, upon ring 
E38-.coming inA contact With the second or upper 
element 86, the lever 8| rotates in a counter 
clockwise direction about the pivot 82';`and that, 
upon ring 88 clearing the tip of the said second 
or upper element 88, the said power cut-off lever 
8I automatically returns to its normal position. « 
As the car continues to move upward in the 

shaft I2 and clears the second or upper element 
86, it (the upper element) is now automatically 
rotated in a clockwise direction, concurrently the 
iirst or lower element 84 is rotated in a similar 
(clockwise) direction against the switch 80a to 
close it and thus energize the section of the third 
rail it controls. '  

However, the first or lower element 84 of that 
particular power cut-off lever is rotated in a 
counterclockwise direction away from the switch 
80a thereby cutting 01T power to the section 90 
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Figs. 3 and 4) on each side thereof. At _the 
lower end of each carrying member 38 and 40, 
Y-Iìmount a guide wheel 98 and IDU, which ride 
on the guide rails 94 and 88, holding the car in 
a vertical position and'preventing its swaying in 
the shaft. It will ofcourse be understood that 

, similar guide rails are vprovided on the other side 
of the shaftway, in which similar guide wheels, 
»mounted on the car, operate. 

The inner guide rail 94 (as viewed in Fig. 1vv to 
the left thereof) in the up shaftway I2 continues 
as the horizontal guide rail 84o along the trans 
fer shaftway I8, and then into alignment with a 
guide rail 98c in the upper storage space I9. 'I'his 
horizontal rail 96o in the upper storage space I9 
.continues into the outer guide rail 96d' in the 
down shaftway I8 ' (as viewed to the left in Fig. 
l) , which outer guide rail 96d continues into the 
horizontal guide rail 98j at the bottom of the 
lower horizontal shaftway 20. 
, This horizontal guide rail 96j continues into the 
guide rail 96j at the bottom of the lower storage 
space 2l. The guide rail 94h in the transfer 
shaftway I8 continues into theinner guide rail 
94d (as viewed in Fig. l to the right thereof) of 
the down shaftway I6». 
When the car I4 is operated in ̀ the vertical 

up shaftway I2, it rides on the larger diameter 
.driving gears»` 42 and 46 along the cog rail or 
racks 58 and 58, the larger diameter idler gears 
44 and 48 riding on the cog rails or racks 54,and 
62_ , . , 

, When the car I4 is operated in the ulïpêr 
`horizontal shaftway I8, it rides on the driving 
gears 42 and 48 along the horizontal cog rail 
or rack 50o (Figs. l land 5) and a similar hori 
zontal cog rail or rack on the other side of the 
shaftway I8 and which need not be shown. The 
idler gears 44 and 48 in this shaftway do not en 
gage a corresponding horizontal cog rail or rack 
since they are not required for horizontal opera 
tion of the car. - o . 

vWhen the car I4 `is operated in the vertical 
down shaftway I6, it rides on the larger diameter 
driving gears 42 and 48 along the'cog rail or rack 
58d, the idler gears 44 and 48 riding along the 
cog rail or rack 58d and a similar cog rail or rack 
on the other side of the shaftway I6. 
When the car I4 is operated in the lower hori 

zontal shaftway 28, it rides on the driving gears 
42 and 46 along the horizontal cog rail or-rack 
58j (Figs. l and 6) and a similar cog railor' rack 
on the other side of the shaftway. ‘ " 1 ' 

Similarly, the idler gears 44 and 48 do not en 
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~¿gage a A'corresponding cog. rail for rack;v in’f‘this 
horizontal shaftway ̀ ZUsince ißt-is n'ot required. 

JIt vwil-1 be recognized that-when the ̀ 'car .trans 
fers from the up shaftway yI2 tothe upperçhori 
-zontal v-shaftwfay ¢Il'i- Y‘and for .its return to the 

»Y bottom yorf 'the 'building through the 'down lshaft 
way :I6 it :must negotiate va curved ’section of 
'tl‘acìkz ' ` . . 

The 'outer 'sect-ion» 58a 'of the 'curved 'track (to 
the àrights :of :Fi-gs. ll.y and-5) has ‘a larger .radius 
of llcurvature than that'of theinner ‘sectioneâüa 
of the vcuri/'edinfack. ' ' ' - » 

In order that the car I4 can negotiate the 
`>curves when passing .from the vertical to 'the 
horizontal y:position and vice versa, I provide the 
.integral smaller diameterk driving .gears ‘cfg pinions 
-66 and-III) Iand *the inn-er‘smaller idler 4gears “68 
`and 112; "f ' j ' 

:At ̀ ‘the .line vci? tangency |'I8 '(seeFig. 5) of the 
vertical cog rail or rack ‘50 and vthe horizontal 
vcog rai-1 or rack ‘50o with the section 50a of the 
»inner curved portion o'f the cog rail or rack, I 
locate this curvedV section (which has a smaller 
radius .of curvature) on lthe inside, vthat ris to 
ward the 'car I4, of the vertical and horizontal 
.sections (se’e Fig. ‘9). The -curved sections .50a 
are preferablyint'egral with the vertical V5I] and 
.horizontal 50h sectionsfof ̀ the cog rails or racks. 
„It vwill of course ‘be understood that, while I 
illustrate and describe only one side ‘of the Ashaft 
Ways, the cog rails or racks, transfer switches, 
etc., are duplicated on the other yside of the 
shaftways. ' > 

Immediately at the point of tangency IIB, 
teeth 'are omitted from the cog rail or rack 5I) 
4«and :are-provided'on the curved section »50a (see 
Fig. 9). Thus, the larger diameter vdriving gears 
,lor 'pinions -42 and 46 leave ‘the corresponding 
«verticalcog rails or racks 5‘0 yon which 'they ride 
:in thevertical up .shaft-way I2, at the _point of  
tangency |I8 and 'the smaller ldiameter driving 
gears 'or ,pinions 66 and 'T0 concurrently mesh 
`with and ride 'on the curved smaller radius sec 
tion 50a. 
Upon negotiating the ~curved portion of the 

track and proceeding in'to the .horizontal shaft 
way I8, cog teeth are again v.provided 'at the 
point >of tangency I I8 on the horizontal cog Arail 
or rack 50h. 
The 'section 50a terminates at this point so 

that thelarger 'diameter 'driving gears or pinions 
42 :and '4B rare 'againl in :action :and not'the smaller 
diameter gears or pinions 66 and 10. ' ' 

¿It will vbe lrecognized that the ‘opposed curved 
`.portion :58a of the outer cog rail or rack 5'8 .has 
the :larger .radius of vcurvature and is therefore 
»continuous with the vertical part of this cog rail 
for rack which las 'previously pointed out, is .not 
.provided in the .horizontal transfer shaftway vvI8 
or in the upper storage space I9. In negotiating 
'fthe curved section 58a, vonly the larger 'diameter 

~ idlergears 44 and v’I0 are utilized. 
The operation of the larger diameter and 

smaller diameter driving gears Aand idler gears 
is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the different 
.successive positions assumed by these gears as 
the l:carinoves from the vertical up shaftway I2 
finto Ythe upper horizontal shaftway I3 (positions 
A, B and C). 

.Exit Yfrom the upper horizontal shaftway I8I 
into the storage space I9, which is also used for 
transfer of the car into the vertical shaftway I6 
through which >it descends in the building, is 
blocked by the transfer switch, generally in 
dicated by vthe reference vcharacter |20, and whichl 
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switch. .normally fcloses thisy transfer shaftway'lß 
»against entrance .from .left to right, as illustrated 
in Figs. I and'ä, to which :latter -ñgufre reference 
is now more particularly made. ~ 
The transfer ̀ switch |20 is pivoted 'just below 

'the transfer shaftway >|13 at |22 :and is 4provided 
with A:the counterwe‘ight |24 `so that yit will vs`pon 
tane'ously assume lits normal position >~as illus 
trated in Fig. 5. ’ 
The switch .|20 is provided with the «arm |26, 

'which has the upper'straight surface whereon 
the 'co'g teeth |28 :are cut 'and >the .curvilinear 
'under surface whereon Vthe cog teeth ießrfarefcut. 

Upon'the car'p‘assin'g the Vposition v|41) (Fig. l) „ 
ythe rings 588, which rings 'are positioned on the 
“outside of the driving gears 42 ~and '46 (see Fig. 
3), engage ̀ the arm »|26 of the switch 120 ‘and 
press the latter in a counterclockwise ldirection 
about the pivot |22 (as viewed ïin Fig. ï'5`) to fopen 
the shaftway -I'8 and thereby permit ~t'l-re car |4 
to pass 'through it. ' n 

The cog rails V50d are cut away 'at ‘|532 (see 
10) on the outside thereof to 'form va Í‘pocket in 
which the bevelled end |29 'of theswitch 'arm |26 
is seated when the Ltransfer switch |20 is opened 
by the passage of ther car from the shaftway 
‘I8 into the 'storage'space I9. Thus, the 'arm |26 
bridges the space between ‘the co'g rails' or racks 
50h (in the transfershaftway I'8) and thefcog 
`rails or racks 50c (in the upper storage space 1.9.). 

Thus, there is provided an unobstructed con 
tinuation o'f the cog rails or racks from the shaft 
way I8 into the storage space vIS for the driving ~ 
gears or pinions 42 and 46 to ride over and drive 
the car. 

Upon the .car clearing vthe switch'IZIJ, it dauto 
matically .returns to lits normal position, as :by 
the action of the .counterweight .|24 or any other 
means, closing yoil? the return of the car into the 
transfer shaftway I8. The ar-m v|26 .is :held in 
its >normal ,position bythe arm |34 .and the stop 
|36 and the walls of the pocket |38~at the upper 
part of the 'shaftway I8 (see Fig. 5f). The 'curvi 
linear underside -of the -arm |26 constitutes a 

' »section of the cog .rail or rack~58d vhaving the 
.larger radius of curvature similar to 58a, and 
on which the'larger diameter idler gears 44~and 
»1'0 ride. y » 

The lcurved section >50d on the inside `of the 
pocket ß|32 has ’a 'smaller radius 4of `ci'irvature 
and this part of the cog rail or rack is .similar 
to that illustrated in Fig. 9. ' 
Thus, when »the car I4 is reversed in direction, 

v it beingunderstood that the vmotor 422 isa rever 
sible motor, the smaller diameter driving ‘gears 
66 and 10 ride Von the 'smaller lradius of fcurva 
ture cog rails or racks'äßdand the‘idler gears ron 
vthe larger radius 'of curvature rack ror'cog `rail 
458d, formed by the teeth |30. I 
The car I4 is thereby moved into position‘to 

descend the building rin `the ldown shaftway I6, 
as illustrated by the position |'4e of ÍFig. r1. `~>rI’he 
different successive >positions ofthe driving îgears 
and idler gears in negotiating :the Y’passage .from 
the horizontal storage space `I9 into the ̀ vertical 
down shaftway I6 Vis illustrated in Fig. 5 by‘ïthe 
positions D, E ‘and F. 
As the car I4 :leaves the position 'I4`f (Fig. f1) 

. it negotiates the lower Acurvilinear transfer .from 
the vertical down shaftway I 6 to fthe lower hori 
zontal 'shaftway 20. The larger ‘diameter ‘driv 
ing gears or pinions '42 and v46 ride on the larger 
jradius of curvature cog rails or .racks 50j `and 
thefsmaller diameter vidler gears '68 and :'I22on the 
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smaller radius of curvature cog rails or racksv 

It will bel understood that the curved cog'rails 
or racks"5|_|f and 58j are similar in construction 
tothe curved cog rails or racks v50a and 58a. 
Referring to Fig. 6, the driving gears and idler 
gears are illustrated in successive positions as 
sumed by them in negotiating the curve from the 
vertical to the horizontal at G and H. 

Referring now to Figs. l and 6, and more par 
ticularly to the latter, the transfer switch, gen 
erally indicated by the reference» character |40, 
is normally arranged to close oii movementl of 
the ear I4 from the lower storage space 2| into 
the transfer shaftway520', as illustrated in Figs. 
1 and 6. ' v 
Upon passing the position |4g (see Fig. 1). 

the rings |42 on the shafts 1B, on which the idler 
gears are mounted, engagethe under-sides of the rv 
arms |44 of the switches |40, pressing them up 
wardly about the switch pivot |46 (in a counter 
clockwise direction, as viewed in Figs. 1 and 6) 
to open entrance into the lower storage space. 2|; , 
-The underside of the arm |44 along theisur 

face |48 engaged by the rings |42 is not cut with 
cog teeth since, as previously pointed out, the 
idlerV gears do not function inv the lhorizontal 
shaftways. 
When the> car passesv away from the end of 

the arm IM into the storage space 2|, as in- , 
dicated by the position vof the car Mh, it (the 
arm |44) returns by gravity into its normal posi 
tion illustrated in Figs. -1 >and 6. A pocket |50 
is provided in the cog rails or racks 50g in which 
the end of the arm |44 is seated andiwhich pocket 
serves as a stop to prevent furthersrotation of 
the arm |44 in a clockwise direction as viewed 
in Fig. 6 (see Figs. 6 and 8). ' 
The inner surface of the arm |44 is concavedly 

curved and provided with the teeth |52, which 
teeth are a continuation of the teeth of the cog 
rail or rack 50h and the teeth of the cog rail 
or rack 50. "  

The inner surface ofA the arm |44 is of the 
larger radius of curvature with which the driv 
ing gears y42 and 46 mesh and ride on. 
The curved portion 58i connecting the rail or 

rack 58h with the vertical cog rail‘or rack 58 
is of the smaller radius’of curvature and meshes 
with the idler gears 68 and-12 as the car nego 
tiates the curve from the ̀ horizontal to the ver 
tical. ~ 

It will of course be understood that the curved 
portion 582‘ of the cog rail or rack‘is similar to 
the construction illustrated in Fig. 9 for the sec 
tion 50a and therefore is spaced inwardly, that 
is, toward the rear of the plane 0f the drawing, 
so that the arm |44 may swing inv a ‘counter 
clockwise direction about the pivot |46, as viewed 
in Fig. 6 and clear the cog rail or rack 58i and 
assume the position illustrated _in broken lines 
at |521’.  y Y l  ^ 

The car I4 may thus be moved from the stor 
age space 2| on the cog rails’ formed by the teeth 
|52 and the section 581' to, ascend the Avertical 
shaftway |2 and again repeat the up and down 
travel heretofore described. . 

It will now be recognized that I have provided 
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an elevator system for a building in which any . 
elevator car may travel in the same direction 
in the same shaftway thereby eliminating a bank 
of elevator shafts while providing the same flexi 
bility of service. ‘ ‘- _ . 

It will be further recognized that I have pro 
vided an elevator system of this kind in which 75 

10 
a succeeding 'car is prevented from running .into 
or approaching any closer than a pre-established 
distance the car preceding it. 

It will also be recognized that with an eleva 
tor system accordingv to the present invention 
(where irreversible"‘worm and gear” transmis 
sion‘of power and the “rack and pinion” prin 
ciple of motion are utilized) there is obtained a 
smoothness of operation independent of and not 
encountered in prior elevator systems in -which 
the weight of the elevator car is counter-bal 
anced. ' l ` 

It will be further recognized that I have pro 
vided an elevator system having vertical shaft 
ways and horizontal shaftways having-’transfer 
switches so arranged and constructed that an 
elevator car may automatically travel from one 
shaftway to the other in one direction only. 
While I have illustrated specific embodiments 

of my invention, I do not intend to be'limited 
to the specific details shown but intend to claim 
my invention as broadly as the prior art and 
the scope of the appended claims permit. 

I claim: ' -' ` . 

l. In an elevator system wherein the elevator 
car may be driven in an endless path, a pairof 
vertical shaftways connected by an upper hori 
zontal shaftway and a lower horizontal shaft 
way, a driving means in the elevator car, op> 
posed spaced cog rails in each vertical shaft 
way, a lower cog rail in each horizontal shaft 
way, a driving gear operated by the »driving 
means and meshing with a first mentioned cog » 
rail of said opposed cog rails in each vertical 
shaftway and the lower cog rail in each hori 
zontal shaftway and an‘idler gear driven by the 
driving gear and meshing with a second men 
tioned cog rail of said opposed cog rails in each , 
vertical shaftway. 

2. In’an elevator system having an elevator 
car; opposed vertical spaced cograils for an up 
shaftway, a horizontal cog rail at an upper level 
for a transfer shaftway, a curved cog rail com 
municating at one end with a ñrst vertical cog 
rail of said opposed cog rails and at the >other 
end with with the horizontal cog rail, a second 
curved cog rail at one end with from the sec 
ond vertical cog rail, said first curved cog rail 
of smallerv radius of "curvature than that of the 
second curved cog rail, said iirst curved cog rail 
spaced inwardly of the first vertical cog rail and 
the horizontal cog rail at the point of tangency 
with the curved cog rail and means for operat 
ing the elevator car including a driving gear 
meshing with the first vertical cog rail, an idler 
gear meshing with the second vertical cog rail, 
a second driving gear integrally driven by the ` 
first driving gear and of smaller diameter than' 
the driving gear and corresponding to the radius 
of curvature of the first cog rail and a second 
idler gear integrally driven with the first idler, 
gear and of smaller diameter than the said first 
idler Vgear and corresponding to the radiusy of i 
curvature ofv the second lcurved cog rail, said 
second' driving gear and said second idler gear 
being mounted inwardly of said ñrst driving gear 
and said first idler gear. f 

3. In» an elevator system having an lelevator 
car, a pair of vertical spaced cog rails for a down 
shaftway, 'one of ̀ said vertical cog» rails for mesh 
with a driving gear and the other of said ver 
tical cog rails for mesn with-an idler gear driven 
by the driving gear,~ a horizontal cog rail at 
an upperlevel for transfer of the elevator car ' 
-to the down shaftway, Aa curved cog rail at one 
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end Acommunicating with the horizontal cog rail 
and at the other end communicating with the 
cog rail for the driving gear, a second curved cog p 
rail at one end communicating with the ver 
tical-cog rail for the idler gear, the radius of 
curvature of said ñrst mentioned curved cog rail 
being smaller than the radius> of curvature of 
said second mentioned curved cog rail, the first 
mentioned curved cog rail spaced inwardly of 
the horizontal cog rail and the vertical cog rail 
for the driving gear at the point of tangency 
therewith, a second driving gear integrally driven 
with the first driving gear and of smaller diam 
eter-than said first driving gear for mesh with 
theA first curved cog rail, a second idler gear 
integrally driven with the first idler gear Vfor 
mesh with the second curved cog rail and means 
for driving the elevator car including a driving 
gear and a second idler gear meshing therewith, 

4. In an elevator system for an elevator car 
and having a pair of spaced vertical shaftways 
and a pair of spaced horizontal transfer shaft 
ways at right angles to the .vertical shaftways, 
means for driving the elevator car through the 
shaftways including a- driving gear and an i'dler 
gear- meshing therewith, a pair of spaced ver-` 
tical- cog rails in each vertical shaftway, one 
of said vertical cog rails for mesh with the drive 
ing gear and the other of: said vertical cog rails. 
for mesh with the idler gear, a horizontal cog, 
rail in each horizontal- shaftway and` at right 
angles to the vertical cog rai-ls, first mentioned, 
curved rai-ls at one end communicating with eachv 
vertical cog rail for the driving gear and at the> 
other end communicating with eachhorizontal 
cog rail' and: a second mentioned; curvedy cog rail 
at` one end communicating 'with the vertical cog 
rail for the idler gear, one of said curved cog4 
rails being of shorter radius than: theÀ otherV of 
said curved cog rails, saidA shorterv radius curved 
cog rail spaced inwardly- of the vertical cog rail 
connected thereby and the larger radius curved 
cog rail-continuing in-to the vertical cogra-ilV con 
nected thereby. ' . 

5. In an- elevator system-,for lan elevator car, 
means for driving the car including a driving, 
gear y,and an idler gear meshing therewith, an 
up shaftway, a down shaftway, a horizontal'v 
transfer shaftway at an upper level. connecting 
said up- and down-l shaftways',v a pivoted- weighted 
member, normally closing; said horizontal shaft 
way. and opening said down shaftway, said switch ‘ 
on the upper surface-thereof having teeth for 
the car dri-vingl gear; said member> being moved 
fromV normalposition to horizontaly position to 
open. said horizontal shaftway and close said 
down shaftway upon engagement of said. teeth 
on. the upper surface by the car driving gear 
and» movement of said car over said upper sur 
face. of the. member, said- member being spon 
taneously returnableto-normal position andopen 
the, down shaftway, said. down shaftway _being 
closed. upon disengagement. of said driving gear 
with said4 teeth on said upper surface, said: un-vv 
der surface of said member being curved~ and 
teeth on the said curved under surface of the 
switch for engagement by the- idler-gear. 

6. In an elevator system havingan elevator 
car,l means for dri-ving said car-including' a driv 
ing gear and an- idler gear meshing therewith, 
a. system of cog rails:` engaged> by the 'driving 
gear and idler gears, af pairA of vertical shaft; 
ways and-a pair> of. connecting horizontal shaft* 
ways and, weightedmembers having elementsrin'. 
valignment with cog rails> of the system thereof, 
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12; 
said elements upon. gravitation of the, members 
normally closing the horizontal shaftways, saidg; 
system of cog rails arranged in continuity in 
the ‘shaftways,- said' _members having teeth.- onA 
the upper surface thereof continuing with the 
teeth of the cog rails,4 said upper surface-being’~ 
straight and said teeth thereon being contin» 
uous wi-th theteeth onthe aligned cog; rails upon 
opening a horizontal shaftway,l said- mem-bers.> 
being curved on theV undersur-„face- thereof and 
having teeth on sai-d. under surface, said teeth 
on said under surface being, continuous with. the 
teeth. on. an aligned cogl rail> upon opening a: 
down shaftway having >an aligned cog rail;` 
whereby the; carl may be transferred from one 
shaftway to another shaftway. _. î 

7. In an elevator system whereinv the elevator 
car may be. driven in .an -endless >path,.. apa-ir 
ofV vertical' shaftways. connected by an; upper hori? 
zontal shaftway and' a lower horizontal shaft-v 
way, and a pivoted weighted. element in- each 
horizontal shaftway, an element. in said mem.- . 
ber in the path. of travel of said carr` normally-1. 
closing passage of the car' through said` hori 
zontal shaftway, said member, upon- movement 
of the car in one direction, thereby pivoted to 
bring said element into horizontal position t'o 
open passageway of the car through sai-d hori 
zontal shaftway and automatically pivotally 
gravitating,A to bring> said element in up raised 
position to closel said horizontal shaftway and 
prevent movement of the oar in said horizontal 
shaftway in the opposite direction. 

8. In an elevator system wherein the elevator 
car may be driven in an endless. path,_ a pair. 
of vertical shaftways- connected by an upper. 
horizontal shaftway and a lower horizontal 
shaftway and a member in-ea'ch horizontal shaft 
way, said member having an element to open 
and' close said horizontal’ shaftway, said mem 
ber normally closing the horizontal shaftway,` 
each element having an4 upper surface a-nd a 
lower surface, one of said surfaces in normal 
position of the. member engagedr upon movement 
of the car in .one direction for movement of 
the car through the horizontal shaftway in said> 
direction and the other of saidsurfaces in nor' 
mal position of the member for engagement upon 
movement ofthe car in the opposite direction. 
to close the horizontal shaftway for movement> 
oif the car therethrough in said opposite. direc@ 
t on. ' 

9. In Van elevator system. having a third rail, 
an elevator carV having> an'. electric motor> for 
driving >the car, a power:A cut-off lever having 
an upper element and a lower element extend 
ing from. apivot at the,Y center- of the lever, the; 
upper- element offset horizontally fromthe lower 
element atl the pivotand azswitch for opening and _ 
closing _a circuit to. a section of. the third.v rail» 
below- the. pivot, said lower element engaged by 
means on the car to close the switch and said 
upper> element. engaged‘by said means on. the 
car to. open said switch. upon movement. of the` 
car past. said pivot. ' 
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